
Al ame d a-Co ntra Co st a T rans it Di st r ict 

DATE: APRIL 27, 2016 

TO: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

FROM: DIRECTOR GREG HARPER 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Pursuant to Board Policy 100, this memo requests reconsideration of Staff Report 16-048 regarding the 
additional procedures I proposed on March 9, 2016 for inclusion in the annual review of Measure VV 
proceeds. The reasons for reconsideration are as follows: 

1. At the Board meeting on March 9, 2016, only six members of the Board were present. The 
result of the vote on this item was 2 Ayes, 3 Noes, and 1 Abstention. The Board President, 
with whom I have had extensive conversation, who has indicated that he agrees with the 
concept of the additional procedure, was absent. In addition, one of the members who did 
not vote yes later told me they would like the opportunity to do so .. Therefore, I would like 
this issue reconsidered when the full Board is present. 

2. As stated at previous Board meetings, I feel the existing procedures for the review of Measure 
VV funds are embarrassingly flawed. The use of Measure VV funds in District 2 is illegal. The 
current procedure assumes that District 1 receives only Measure VV funds. It sees whether 
District 1 spends more on operations and maintenance than it receives from Measure VV 
alone, then upon making the obvious finding that it did not, concluc;fes that no VV money 
could possibly have been spent in Special District Two. The alternative method that I 
propose looks instead at District 2; and then, if it had an operational loss, determines whether 
the unfunded expenses were so great that only Measure VV funds could have been used to 
cover them. 

3. New standards need to be developed for a higher level of scrutiny in ensuring our promise in 
the ballot to insure that all parcel tax funds are spent in Special Dist_rict One where the tax is 
collected. 

For the reasons set forth above, I request reconsideration of this issue. 
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